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Part I



A major displacement concerns the role of the architect/designer and the design
process.  Something may be designed which can be called displacing, but it may be only

an expressionism, a mannerist distortion of an essentially stable language.

−−Peter Eisenman

There is no document of culture that is not at the same time a record of barbarism.

−−Walter Benjamin

I get lost in conjectures, but the evidence grows.

−−Georges Bataille



A DRAW OF THE SMALLEST POSSIBLE

Bartender summer wasn´t much for all the fallacious good it would have done had it had
it.  Minister to sweet−peas too much unwinded for the American nutrient, for oldest span
is third and youngest foot the clearest here.  Jazz daddy and our only true classical went
and left between spring and its intermezzo.  Make nasal laugh shuffle love amongst the
dancers when it was mad to play imperfectly (heard: bent irregularly) and shutdown
brambles diminutive before the heedless stones.  Night a terror, summertime and the
living is easy, prepared nearer familiar ceilings under black of food ford touched by both
and by neither.  Lay light forwards corners like a draw of the smallest possible.



BASIC EXERCISE IN LIGHTNESS

Midnight fingers you rested, letter.  I never won the right to pluck love, so to me to see so
comic a relic is cult always with weak cream.  When emptied, slaked our procreation
patience, the rolling mention of concurrent breathings.  String principle likely the matter
of what interests a sestina, seems to nature as what would syllable indigenously.  Vary
verse libre, melody enemy back up and young again.  Rintintin three already twenty−one
in god years, we feed him yeast to make good on the threat of heaven.  Broken Polonius
doubled over in rank arras comic slaughter.  Essence harvest, they pissed a peck of
loaded strophes.  Error all these things have in common, a quote parataxed back and
unfed in inches.  Words never meant to be spoken together, will be.  Every third girth as
I collect my lobby rivalry, a style thud turns persuasive, rhetorical stapling a, basic
exercise in lightness.



RUT THE TOILET STORY

Words come dumb and stay that way−−rote thought adding one rational color.
Hydrogen c´mere masters what is frenetically dirty and what narrative now declares fit to
float.  Sentence dust Dadas the baby, abortive lawn half−emptied afterimages aflame
when abbreviation recites accordion tan line. You need a quicker shutter for these acts
of imagination.  Dreamer mother another real life zone body stitched acidic is
sleepyheaded libidinal reapportionment.  Hasty manifesto of all the reversible nobodies
I´ve resembled, braid our cognitions, it´s out of our hands.  Render joy a porpoise left
ajar.  Mutability, take care of me.  Lay the ellipsis a little horizontal making future
obscenity less possible.  Prodigal chiffon over barbecued mutiny, this my species if
genus twofolds glue gun farm−bred Atlantic salmon.  Rhetorical rouge clips the stammer
burden.  Thin pain pidgin as sentence duplicates stethoscopic headwinds squalling on
the blackened retaining wall.  Loud bruises maypole the wading pool of songs which like
as not rut the toilet story.



WALL LIGHT CREEPING

Phony summary, goddamit squadroom, a double−parked cordon of the irrevocable.
Results of short−lived pregnant red= ranking questions for rubbernecks.  Snuff dandy,
sandy for my alibi, station gut until I got dropped into a middleweight version of baby.
Nuptial papers trademark the tough collapse.  Flails the mailbox heart attack cubicle, I
type the "holy fuck" muttering and sit down to invertebrate breakfast.  Hazel
acquaintance, sister genus, he always weights his antithesis like a vanishing act.
Comeback concocted everything I got an inkling for putting a hurt on your background
check.  Brass guzzling bloodstains dalloped accurately as we keep it short on the yes
sir. An entire novel of thank you with no place further afield than the byline.  Discreet
precursor to juicy front−page grandstanding canvas.  Tip fingers and tongues tasted a
reverse explosion inside a second, dreary jalopies on the wall light creeping.



UNTIL THE FLASHBULB SENTENCED HIM

Discussion lapse coincided with tongue twisting predicament.  The mute agents of "this
happened." Straight out of backwards, just a bag of anywhere air. Nothing doing hunger
theater to properly occasion the ranks.  What else to do when it´s winter ten months of
the year?  North−South fused by poles and bless heaviest hybridization perhaps
handwritten rockgarden will willingly slow in October.  Nice alphabet for the residentially
educated, it all happened just like I told it, silly mimesis.  Such prairie durability under
limited warranty, it doesn´t lose much when driven off the lot.  Minus fifteen
color−copied, an assignment smiled in the bull’s−eye of his Adam´s apple.  Upside
recipient of clear call cellular, to flip the switch to prove he could.  Tie on hummingbird
chorus, the Nutrasweet was harmless, he backed the comb into his pocket and held the
pose until the flash bulb sentenced him.



FLASH ME HIS GUN DIME

Twice fastened to inexplicable imperatives rub lapses the bottom−line novelist a new
enthusiasm galloped perchance afterwards or away from intelligence.  Eddy data
mainframe, an example from every ongoing blur indeterminacy, and what, if anything,
brings to mind center field poverty arsenal.  That would mean every few effects fed its
preferences, like eating one´s own excrement, only we call it novelty. I can´t explain it
except to say.  Shunted rugby scrum noodled incognito wherein the courage sonnet falls
flat once more.  Night lightning opens over a quiet quadrant while steeple chase rounds
the don´t even of camisole plurality.  Pineapple plexus reminds me once more of dawn
tracing the ribs of what is duplicate, spring summer fall and all.  Hydraulic prick, taut
alphabet of the over−embellished, neither quiet beginning nor the prescriptive artifact as
once this vivisection was worm.  Warm, worn, the hushed custom of desire, wastrel pink
as anywhere grin.  Note soloist done thrown the first tone.  May he who repletes me
flash me his gun dime.



OFFICIAL LANGUAGE OF THE ENGLISH LYRIC

Hatch another depth charge of Balzac closet drama.  Slum nub a−go−go as suck totems
dream and eaves the stuff of renaissance jouissance.  Tuba fog mixing mind marbles,
like midget children creeping through cornrows.  Jiffy billies suffer tax−free statistics
imprecise as the senses.  Stung chutney Novembers another porch swing.  Sinus gauze
temples cavity hatch, extinguishes odes to a recently arrived stylus.  Massively gradual
slabs of democratic back−slapping superseded the ceramic clamps.  Extinct nickel
splinters Cub Scout pronounceables.  Local address and phone means: fourth class
creature policing.  Mind´s style hyphenates nautilus moxie.  Tractor tress remains
reminded of its feverish singularity; this stop for traditional exercises in furniture, durable
systems in invincible turret chirp.  Bad hair day obedience schools escalate Latinate
blush−busters.  Faded scent pounces over loge, flukes the cartoon anvil.  Suicide for
Beginners, instructor: Staff, time: TBA.  Sorority wrists vacate grassy Rockwell
bratwurst.  Myth is in love with the productions of pasteurized quiche.  Beefy teenage
remains are microwavable, penny loafers and dental records.   Mankind breather dreamt
deep−dish cash nexus.  Annotated King James Version sips slant rhymes.  Scorched
afterbirth where creamy center drips deciduous.  Enema rumba hampers Oedipal
crosshairs, safe for ages 8 & up.  Perspective RAM stocking haunts poolside cameo.
Hint=loosefitting indifference.  Sentences puff blank to sublet the Real Deal.  The gay
realtor said to my wife: I´m gonna give it to you straight.  Whisper loaded zebra with
companionship Novocain, dissidents pixilated green card meat science.  Sloth stammers
guidebook grammar, Thanksgiving turkey opens its blood robe.  Sordid romantic
concealed by kiss missiles, a sentimentality gilt from commodity concentrate.  All evil is
adjective pliers, a pitter−patter fetched by gingerbread protagonists.  Tofu atrocity, w/
cosine less stress denuded.  He got out of hell on a hallpass. Ersatz hat credits dilated
Jesus measles for his more or less comfy heat pleats. Flirt cup griddles the piss fidget.
The womb webbed with simple suffrage, you disembark the gender ark with wimpled
penis aplomb.  Defer crouton bombs until school vouchers graduate kindergarten.
Eternity adrift in a nursing home, the gravedigger´s union suffers from Catholic guilt.
Housebroken buzz word for temporary relief of symptoms.  Fact−finding amnesia
deep−sixes the gaslighter.  Oppositional undergarments provide the extended "no".
Maximum deception, incensed sentence operatic yet temporal, the gift of speech lost on
downs.  Socket clause redshirts junior, the dim prospect of rutting structure.  Played
several times over in different keys.  Spanish is elected the official language of the
English lyric.



YOUR UNBORN DIGESTION

Embarrassment grist in that they usually tool their whispers into something worth
rewriting.  Crow export as brainy campfire and world peace as had from a co−ed in a
two−piece trying to ring the messiah piñata for scholarship subscriptions.  Summary fins
take offense to hear the white−knuckled lobby putting on refractory airs all live−like.
Property dropout back on solid food tugs the litigation badge.  Silver Star Hotel not in the
Michelin vacation guide, but milk the shoe ribbon into syntactic rectangle podiatry.  At
the risk of humming contaminate, a sifted vortex batted while mine could squish fugazi
pomp and tutor such sameness that, while profitable for others, prawns its membership
nomination for some damaged goods copped on the markdown.  Wagner operetta I
heard played in twelve−tone Bolshevik thongs, the loitering zero of acetone flap among
all the surplus gollygosh.  Giddy belly launched shared marinade, in percussive heat
how to chin the libelous toys with what passes for brass normalcy.  Blackmail fritters
Wallyworld the great white Shangri−La, as now Sophocles parthenon verges on halfback
fratricide.  Turn down false−beat indictment, is not meat locker helicopter then at
loggerheads less maul rods as pectoral lenses need ironing before the spaz pliers cool
her Dolby rebuke. Hi−test lipstick filibuster: when the word works, toss it back into the
hubbub and count yourself restrained.  Sticker meat soaks doxy wick, is slop sloop &
butter my heart with rarity if history is clockwise teletype trolling its dick between stock
quotes.  Heroic monkeys teethed pop radio spoof spin, twiddled loaned lent to clean its
hard drive rotting in contempt.  Pimp the Judas helmet to waddle your pencil into
no−bake stakes and halve to your unborn digestion.



MAJOR ORIGIN OF AUTOBIOGRAPHY

Long stance passive, it was time to mean something finally.  Free market signification,
throw open the floodgates, away with glut supplement−−make Oprah and her book club
scoop dog poo in Wicker Park.  Pushing state ego way backwards, the experience that
settled instead into far−flung sentence exponents.  I wrote this entire million−word
diatribe without my Spellcheck objecting to a single syllable, and if it´s good enough for
Compaq, it´s good enough for your autobiographical experience.  Period generation the
only way the affected narrative, but in the long run, hurt, like blindness.  Eyeballing
experience backasswards had a rosier earlier, yet hep as felt like democracy from this
rumpled foreskin.  Culture railing makes you think this isn´t funny.  Reference, and
therefore chutzpah, with social relevance.  Such as what could have gotten in the
convenience text, a leatherneck transcription, though that is the major origin of
autobiography.



DONE BLOWN APART MY SUTURE BUGLE

Homonym museums as she starts to speak, spinal bifida fats away the gas lease.
Tupperware humans scented by discount, I reached over and gave him a googol plex to
fumigate his birth whip.  Moo fuel igloos our wall knots.  Dunce Puck imagines he is a
Real Boy.  Genre logic, another potted adjunct.  Fresh breath for your spokesperson.
Flyby pap frags my patchouli dyslexia. Scholarly monograph imagines a moral victory.
Hog fat groins the eureka cream, will work for undying gratitude.  Freeway salute
confirms the placebo, another Grenada we can´t point to.  Ouiji pretzel drops its
gammaglobulin into oral toilets.  Buy one, get a second at the same low price. He barters
his whack bag for unshaven brain death, the impending blue of disabled parking.
Would−be Ché waylaid by homework.  Imperialism for non−majors.  Jezebel Bogarts the
roach so blow by Bonaparte done blown apart my suture bugle.



THE LOT IS COMMON

Paper troubles my dear independence warrant served on the solstice, third floor
between personnel and accounts receivable.  The doc says my shit ain´t got enough
corn.  Extraordinarily lawyerly drawn without aid of color or theatrical bifocals, this line so
fine it is written fruit furrow and nowhere does the sound of its crushed errors sound
more like passing clouds.  Oaken revelation, no payments till January, an atomic
omission of possibly nothing as he emphasized his mind in what has come to be called a
buyer´s market.  Pattern recognition slipping when the mind runs well ahead of my wpm,
I quote concentration an object lesson via vatic lactose expedients. Something no less
precious, but for bartered emphasis a stasis of state capitals, a blossom migraine stands
barred against mercantile abolition, an authored naught as the lot is common.



ICE ON BOUGH IS BUT AIR DELAYED

Prose block the sixpence is called collegiate clear and anywhere but elsewhere.
Beneath spice islands was a lone means of teething the endquote.  Compliant word a
weave peopled with the racket of the axiomatic−−a thousand arch perfumes to render
roses unnecessary.  Shelter shop an awning, a composition given fifteen minutes
famously overstayed, it is this and only (this) they trust in.  Standard occasions cobble
the coinage, as medium sergeants the shinbone factuality.  Curiosity is its own
declension, by paper is the ergo air funneled. Exculpatory mittens nymph the slide rule
to ascend the agony of elegy in less time than is required to boil water for tea.  Instant
minister pumps fist tone for whom ice on bough is but air delayed.



COUNTERREVOLUTIONARY BULIMIA

Libel moose too tumors who doesn´t the whodunit.  Spainish turntable shall tall the
campy flag football barbecue squirt bottle.  Come bleed my labor dandy with Ghana
togs, you got them by the typology.  Vote groceries when your epic is ethical, cast fuck
puddle mustard when the going gets going.  Smoke grope, we harm the hardware,
cannot save to A Drive�... well, one less French tickler to be used for evil.  Spin tuxedo
nonchalance snot to see that white diatribe ensures speedy delivery.  Salary poop to
prison: no−can−do, we close our dentures on communion, as Christ shits out the
laxative hitlist.  Dimple jaunt takes on Vacation Bible School dominatrix.  Brutal angle for
the rug mud, you done me wrong, clean underwear.  Means: experience dug clear to
Chinese tea sold with a Yankee twang by an Eskimo in London.  Partridge cut, we
agitate the gravy train.  Tip: let´s fend for themselves and then persona don´t buy into
beeswax well−wishing.  Druid drip−dry, then hatch me a puke sack of
counterrevolutionary bulimia.



BEST MEASURED IN METRIC

Solidarity study made by rounding Africa into low−overhead aft commodity.  Commodity
data now easing into the anal (define anal) terminal.  Terminal baby waist, fat was once
considered beautiful, but we don´t remember back then.  Then: spend your flag on effigy
of boot floss until biography with Washington under Kitty Kelly, last pandered in the
vagina of slavery.  Slavery movie a temporary drop−dead for cultural flirt converters,
enough already with the politic shtick.  Shtick figure is deposed in abbreviation, a
tat−for−that, as Italian nipples, as I understand them, are best measured in metric.



COMPOSTER FAIR USE PROVISION

Santa paralysis just single parented my group affiliation.  Greed needles, knit me a
Reagan cabbage that brings me more on the trickle−down.  Tux virus procedurally
defeats the blindfold hot spots.  Faucet sandwich photo poke, I like the new mezzanine
flavor, sugar.  Crustacean slang to learn them verbose Yankee handbags. Daft , even.
The Mth degree, transubstantiated into Kelvin.  Secretarial goat tethered to resuscitation
hypotenuse wanted the fried rice instead.  Tired rewind limbo toyed squeeze quite &
start the hormonal mirror to heave the full−length party weapon.  Hive stipend acts
antique, in knee dear, it´s really the Midwest in triplicate, scour me three of everything.
It´s not poop art, nothing listed above or below is wrong, as you say it.  Blah box, there
were in concept, no drink drunk on bullock stoop swept.  Bilingual gains tax, fuck my
unemployed for a Russian honorarium.  Seed head things the concept meataphysic, for
what means must mutt if other is to straighten my labor frame.  Hemorrhoid
amalgamated in dirigible revision, purpose divers drain it for a composter fair use
provision.



POSTCARDS POSTMARKED PELIGROSO

Island hopper erases eyes and the stolen reader forests what is so long held in
deference.  Intimate particulars in the possibility of a foreign dying, an untenable odor
which falls from this diminishing redness.  A sterling resemblance difficult for the mirror
to field, a slight build darkens the entryway.  Sentence crystals mounted in the pretend
question, now turn before the focal point landlubbers nothing in vehicular.  I´d have you
brought up on the perfume of reference, an old scent fallen into pumpernickel bloomers,
the Spirit of St. Francis panned Atlantic, double−parked part dark, but for the postcards
postmarked PELIGROSO.



WATCH IT DISAPPEAR

Cleft clean anagram assured of so blunt a cover bred rector ardor to such lovely
exactitude that we had the distinct impression there would be no second act.  Monotone
lowering, all of which is just another way of saying it will either a) succeed or b) fail.  In
the Fifties, the watchword was automatic , a term plucked right off the assembly line of
the Industrial Age.  Now it´s electronic, a markedly Postmodern enunciation, a skimming
of icons where we surf with window minimizer.  You don´t like something:  click X and
watch it disappear.



Part II



Letters quarrel over casement, one embrace with nor.  Goose whisper levitates
the number lock, you in petunia, you recycled literary distance.  Misstarred table
base, this eyelash for the detention, a raffle of HTML garble made angular.
Shoe, it was, and night−grind in the fabled blaze.  Freestanding sound patterns
lineate the series.  I recognize your defamiliarization as an alias for lecture
patter.  Reading glee, the forehead you were, floodlit and prehensile.  Pain blot
radiates as an errand candidate shifts straight through the badlands, a you−ish
whatnot inhabits the tribe.  Luck blood during the month of familiarity, a good long
Shklovskian whatever.  Letters collapse one after the other, a hinter wind
discolors the worldnet fauna, a good two shakes and the rose is risen.



,

Bullhorn clause, this independent linked to the runt of the litter with commas.

,



She coughs without the aid of fever.  No roads lead out, and these roads, or lack of
them, are my particulars. Considerable sixties sort of protean ramification, an improbable
blood brick slurping my astronaut.  Hollow desire pink−slipped a rhymed IPO sheep
festival where there was nothing to do but collect ticket stubs and bid them enjoy
whatever it was they were paying to see.



Sense reward makes woodsy feign sound similar in every permutation, an assemblage
as ardent has a son, we wonder at his lonely naming, and what parents, what parents in
good conscience would?



Colloquial dew a muffled nugget of impressionistic hesitation (I thought) and (you hoped)
I  wouldn´t see.



Solitude trousers stained with college ruled pixie dust.  Glare length a never skeleton, for
to see the upper rungs is to be standing on a ladder ain´t big enough for both our
greensleeves.  Tool dew mister mid−sized interest trick, how to beat the bear on the
underside fiber blotter. Code where next lowest makes for form four forlorn farms tiny off
their loss leaders, as this what catsups my pilot light and keeps me thickly quickening.
Cultural oxen, because my truth, and nothing but.  Night watch good for a coffeecup
autumnal, his beard grew longer but it was nothing without the uppercut.  Style pointers
tank the playbill breakwater−−it depends, as it always does, on what of the past occurs
in these hours.



Byproduct indeed, byproduct in fact.



Burning track lights the painting looks fresh and wet beneath.



A poetics is not words, it is the aping of some great conclusion whose closure manuals
cock properly. Smog plot lays the cover, a certain later to which things must be leading.
Logic flesh, a camel with paint filling his humps.  Immense subtraction a loud laughter
disinterred in zebraic algebra-an overlaughed dense season of perennial already.  The
interminable nudity summons the racing tape of intravenous heat, as flags in their colors
convict (we can never think of red white and blue in the same way again) so too the
prehistoric dawn erasing itself into what we have not.



There is a parted smile scarier for being red.



We have simply to adjust your billing options, though early withdrawal brings with it a
penalty.  A misused nasal laziness, someone´s idea of fun, cough drops and ear plugs,
flush feeling and no hearing, all for a dollar and change.  A plan panned over proximal
dislocations, the sidewalk slush muttered by mysterious Prokofiev that makes for
amazement because never could I have written it.  This space bloodless and wholly
burst and spreading throughout the color bag.



Sandal sump and butterfly my Frigidaire, this my disorder, calmly sunning itself.  That
someone more privileged than we might still be lying there is of nothing, and so long as
summer multiplies its politenesses, we think nothing of who drives it.  Public fun for
those who can debit it.  Exchanging one standard for something still going, I like your
eyes, the gentle corners.  Fend help, for those who would lend it expect it with interest.



Moody shoes crack wise on the troika bubblegum apparatus.  Liquor libertines, these
daughters of inveterate fog−−it will  rain but when−− because every vertiginous freedom
has its list of priors.  Lightly drought, a familiar lingering, put your micro in my macro and
hope for the best.



Quonset qualms, a question of zoning, we lease the Ethiopians our consumer engines,
but the fuel, we emphasize, is extra.  Barren engineering in a country where death can
be had from the inside of the middle menu.  Rats shortcut this transaction by going for
the eyes.  And the eyes, my friends, are the tenderest buttons of all.



I´ll order up one case of tough love you can take or leave without me.  Niagara one grey
stain left to exercise water, nevermore the autumnal yellows as in Van Gogh or...nature.
An enjoyment enjambed so as to become mythical and who wants to bring out the sticks
just to prove the other guy wrong?  Too much serenity makes a cudgel of our contracted
zephyrs, its milieu a kangaroo, what does this spell held up against a mirror?  Stenciled
étang resembles you muddily, a dirty enormity unable to converse with anything outside
of its own eyes.



Liquid this submission, thanks but no
welcome.  Flap flesh don´t slide over moon´s sweet yesterhue.  Epoch traffic this eaten

curiously (I should say swallowed cautiously) [or should say caustically]
this patterned peel in fridge hillside so off in blight of prettier packaging.



Hot Maalox narcs the hudsucker skip bloomers.



Visitation dusk allows a somewhat visible exegesis.  Ultimate as last lingering, a closing
of the possible.  Vicious spoons rhythmic external crotch lobby as understood through
deafening diesel need.  Speak these parentheses sotto voce , coffee copy equidistant,
but there´s art to think of, so we linebreak that which throws heroic and likewise curls the
waiting daybreak.



In this, his first pretension toward nonetheless.



She´s going now toward the only possible future, replete yet to unroll this digitalization
we are now hiring to [impatience waiting for proper term] implement the reverse paste of
posthaste.



-anything further requires the presence of the cardholder whose name matches that of
the cardholder.



Petty grist worth the damn negative gout blowtorch, wakes oblivious to the scrap
possibilities of such high vulgarity "I want to be at least as alive as." Terms materials for
the having.  Hadding.  The applied closet two−step slapdashed the recuperable.  First
middle last.  Reverse course begins with an exam and rolls up the syllabus.



"Foucault provides a much needed guide to Foucault." Institu constitu ritual remedies to
restore an un that Gallup shows the major of the pub doesn´t support.  Execut tautol
execut tautol repetit made a protected class, existing legislat amended.  Add asterisk*
for wildcard search.  Faithful commentators I terminate this January hereafter no
antiquity without first being okayed through this febrile library of bequeath.



What piecemeal believes, or tends to.



Mimetic energy in this cloud we´re seeing, but vapors such as any plane can fly
through.  Early forties hostage box, an emotional code placed opposite promising.
Tabula pharmacopoeia, a genetic attention in the erase of processing itself.



Spank the day awake and then.  There are novelties and then there are parameters of
the usual. Dig figure dandy brush (in the name of Jim, Stravinsky this dude−philosophy
and let´s, like, hit the powder). Accelerate solemn and under deepest regrets all the
disavowed assault upon senses not reflected though said in less. Upon whose trust I´ve
placed my silence. I don´t know what effects will achieve my devices−−and that
paintings should be read as closely.



Outward accord is no same basis, a typical century oddly invaded by the periphery it
sought to exclude with the language in which I am now speaking.  The DJ´s voice seeps
red, for flat−chested inflection, too tired for anything but more of what made us that.
Leaving Pompeii just like we found it.  Rock stop turfed in reason sphere, this operation
combs over a clump of glitch whistle.  Godprehends.  Comic deflation a phrase
relaxation, walk inside and admire with me my lift kit.  Crossharried dune hamper, they
were way beyond angry.  Calm the bisexual swim picture, he played the beginning over
in stereophonic prose finder.  He had an exotic blood type and hardening arteries.
Clinical emptiness is born hunting the trick.  This is climax, the end, the credits, then
dissolve to dinner after.  To solve the sung bluntness of the lyric condition. You´ll note
that I´m still using connectives.



Afterword



Call this a work in autolexicography.



Seminary boot is renderization of the face restoration, this for grace and free from
place−−how does one sacred the amazed?  Ended with question and so the
punctuation.  So it´s eighty pages of free association, he said.  No, I replied, eighty
pages of guided confederation. To refuse the refuse is to calm the terms more than is
meet. How would you calculate Billy Collins´s market share? "Simplicity limit" cannot
exist as a phrase. Memory slip, the impatient word making its way through the line.  How
this impatience predetermines class.  Ambitious minerals cleave amber waves of open
sesame.  Slack your flak measured in millimeters, nothing here about Dresden.  Replace
the margins with oak, this how equity figures in, the banker´s ears laid flat, he doesn´t
like the sound of that rate hike.  Myself in small steps: artificial, naturally−−an
acquaintance either outlines, or how, after laughter, we drift away.  Borealis rafter, roll
faster, clockwise tulip music.  This willed pillar gathered to clap as one noisy psalm in
river, its matter in what´s the water, but with all the majesty of a bored lion.  Voluntary
molecules where earlier was nothing, this thistle shining what blizzard of dissonance?
Nutshell hammer apprises the rooster his dented swing.  We in the Middle West swap
our Ts and Ds, this jostled banner none the worse for.  Till stylus mottoes griddle my
arterial shift, tremble compass a pavilion of ever−loving lift swimmer.  Over me, city pink
hid imperceptible intervals of distant singularities.  Placed inimitably in the nimble king´s
crown long after the Convention retired the monarchy.  Yet the word stars remains in
serious but stable condition.



Mama´s little hyperbole.  Posterior marionette reductions I can´t describe it but I know it
when I see it.  By my sex, I´ll take a slushy cocktail to clog my wagging.  Plasmatic
adjustable said: sentences?  What about heavy weaponry, a few billion will extend
Columbia´s civil conflict into the memories of our grandchildren.  Right = you can shut up
now.  Blur servitude mothers our gator babies, is the sheriff one−wording his modernized
tamales again?  Dick wallet heartbreaks the who cares.  Organized the way we hate, put
it over the plate, Hooters waitress.  Mellifluous beneath is a heedless big toe, well, we´d
love a sponge bath right about now.  Out of the way, sunglassed misnomer!  The fire I´m
on my way to is already out.



Rid Christianity of drab enemies.  Bring the spacemen, already!  Hobby kettle mutiny
these cornrows a regroomed adjective now passing as deliberate brink parity.  Kitsch
kits bitch bits damper the full−length slang stipend.  I´ve used all these words before,
only in different orders.  Guides two grassroots weapon spontaneity, he was a porn star
who grew better with age.  Misfit Gretchen to fraction the nouns, these same
constructions I´ve used too by two.  More powder makes a better bomb; more words
make a better poem.  Potbelly your minimalism, I Can´t Believe It´s Not Line Breaks.
Nature = Nature.  Barefoot aftermaths in burka gentrification.  Slash my media lip gloss
over heavier deportation cocoons.  Dolls ta and eyeballs dug to the checkbooks with dull
surrogate word tans.  Gravity magnet opposites in fact not so Confucian a velocity
lift−off.  Tax dollars pay for terrorism.  Afterlife chicken physics deduce the bootleg,
being stoic cannot flummox the change tonnage.  Mercy cut my slime guarantee, Who´s
Who in American Business, throw them in the hopper and grind to a mince.  Autopsy
trim and rebuke to Lucy, being dumb is Rumsfeld.  White movement, the high ground
there for the asking.  The sound of a cup filled with one thin dime, brother.



In the foreground of the painting is you, the viewer.



Theory me senseless, this invitation imperative would become insightful if only I could
get enough people to consensus.  Broader vaunted was I into my own existential
information insteads.  Boff your proph(et [it]) art to bedouin my iconoclastic primitivism, a
stick in time saves fine.  Integer work, barrier this image reef, we see lines and thus links
between.  Index my claims some, I´ve guised in accented durations.  Formal constraints,
loosen my necktie.  Steady method is missionary exhibitionary.  Static or sand cannot
print me up some densely populated topography. Toy photo tuna bruise, let´s sorry up
our antagonists ("uh, bullshit−−go on.")



Income gauge clumsy to the touch, this remembrance given as a favor, bumping
Picasso´s nose, which dangles like drunken camaraderie, though who exactly, won´t
budge. Downstairs paddywagon, did you like it well enough to watch it again, the
natural admiration, we run the expressive aggression clear to its default setting.  Here, at
the end, your epiphany. (Printed matter in this vague phrase´s vaguest sense)



History enjambs, giving tentative mention to a sign saying ONE
WAY−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−> the qualifier dismissal, apostrophe autonomy
arrives at what it describes period.   This an occasion for retraction when
military−industrial simplex is encrypted description−−how can I, while holding the
negative, make case and already occupy my outline?  Error message in rational caps.
I´m critical−−feel free to recidivate me in prose.



Lifejacket in camouflage, like sometimes it´s better not to be found.



Cause mask, I think I´m clandestine again.  Sooner or sooner still into polysemous
cahoots we example our noun story.  More buildings you take pictures of as you pass.
U−joint nickel tour, the private thought that none of this is as interesting as my hotel suite
and room service.  The noticed motive when the radio makes possible an outside world
kept on sheet music but never performed.  An hour trap like a matchbook in Tashkent to
sweeten the pot or.  Ever felt−−I mean really felt−−an anxiety that wasn´t your own?
Sham vanity, who´s the fairest?  A tasseled nouveau you I suppose, nothing like the old
days, when poetry existed surrounded by water.  Moats function (to include) or )to
exclude( this depends on who gets caught in a lie.  After all, what goes unnoticed didn´t
actually happen.  And what went, well it´s gone, and it´s anybody´s guess as to where.



For whatever the seeming lack of structure here, we are, all of us, headed down the
chute towards death.  Stereotype of love we are now discussing is the same old
Darwinian question.  If we´re memoir, then what´s there but lukewarm whacks, the lit laid
bare in pursuit of mental exercise.  I´m writing attention, if that´s what you´re paying.
Style inscription, flesh systematized and never violated.  Such truthly bother the brother
of professionally intellectual legitimization.  Product but not ’produced’,´you forgot to dot
the then−as−now laborly subterranean.  Morning compendium−−try writing the night.



Subheading the physical, a meanwhile sequence couched in conceptual polemics was
complimented by a glum grid of lieutenant thinking.  So what codes blarney budges
buttons and by now the two sides of the coin are growing noses.



Automatic Platonism gets the grant green light.  Please tax shelter my annoyance tithe.
Minor sideways a track past the clop clip.  How can a foreign land exist without
foreigners?  Delivered Christmas, coal barges trawl the pleasing geography.  Your
zipper figures a grin we´d like to adopt.



The fix here would seem implicit.  An impossible solitaire whose functions are yes,
exoskeletal, a radical climbing gear belts County Road 12 through the picket fixture of
everything (cont).  In written measure, the value is in the similarities.  Dot (.) is STOP.
Two dots are (:) CONTINUE. Three dots (...) are...a situational merging...an empty
hurry.  The parallax fallaciousness we find in conclusion units.



A comma, occurred. & eyes appeared through the party´s people curtain.  They are
looking past not at us.  Walking constantly to keep things moving.  Taking a back, trying
harder we ladder notice, head south and watch the prices drift down.  The incensed
thing insists you take it home immediately.  Beneath neon saucer zones we stand lightly
speechifying.



Source equals (auto)biography.  Theory lanterns a thorny length of tension tricks.  Draw
the line, taut jock is skipping spiral up his hairy ass & then.  Shit duty and this visible
sesame with dirty diaper slingshot.



Upon the instant, penmanship is on duty.  Hunt−and−peck truce, he turns off the light
and lies down with some finality.



Florescent Crayola candlestick an evidentiary wag mattress clearly chiropraxial.  Word
ladder is unrunged, but despite a sort with these, neither/nor in any way resembling.



While she was out, he talked to her bra.  Is, or, at least very nearly.  An invisible
difference is none, we walked in time, like soldiers.  Blimply, the large listening that
follows a scream.



Staccato of ethnographies that are the former Soviet Republics, a series of units smaller
now, typifies a surrogate word and identity.



Associative bell curve: what I wanted to say and "what I said instead."  Meaning frames
you−−a grid as voiced.



A crosshatched summation, pull Europe from my wound, this shows where my hopes
reside−−here, in the physical.  As for now: wave the sabers and maintain, if you can, the
serene crush of junction.


